34    THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
of saving—the bankers and self-made industrialists—were
largely responsible for what had happened* Still others re-
flected philosophically that "you can't take it with you"—
an old saying caught up by the refrain of a song hit in 1931
and echoed five years later in one of the decade's favorite
plays, a comedy by George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart about
a happy-go-lucky family who picnic through life* Why
worry? Those still able to buy books made Edmund Jacob-
son's You Must Relax a best seller in 1934, and a little later
took up the self-help manuals of Marjorie Hillis, Live Alone
and Like It (1936) and Orchids on Your Budget (1937),
mingling gay insouciance with doctrines which her father, a
once famous Congregational preacher, in his day had set
forth in all their pristine strenuousness.
Too deep for the average citizen to fathom, the floods of
disaster had rolled in to erase ancient tide marks and tug at
the moorings of inherited wisdom. This era brought a ques-
tioning into American life deeper: than any other since the
Civil War* Stereotypes of thought, traditional saws, the
tribal wisdom of the elders, all were challenged in books,
magazines and private talk. Perhaps, after all, the promise
of American life would turn out merely to be propaganda,
the tyranny, of words or the folklore of capitalism. But while
youth was prone to rebel, middle age and senescence often
clung all the more stoutly to old loyalties, particularly if they
had a personal stake in the status quo—leaping to the de-
fense of verities like hard work, thrift and individual enter-
prise, and opposing change in those concepts of law and gov-
ernment which they associated with happier days. Yet even
among this group the threat of poverty wrought its effect,
as the Townsend crusade demonstrated*
For, after the passage of two or three years, unemploy-
ment had entered into the grain of American life. Its severity
and apparent hopelessness were without parallel Panics and
bank failures, rainy days and lean years, flood and drought,
had come and gone many times since the first settlers carved

